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Millions of years ago, when our Earth was still very warm and had an anaerobic
atmosphere, an air without oxygen, life in that era allegedly lived on sulfates, as
our aerobic plants and organisms today live on oxygen instead.
Then blue-green algae appeared and slowly converted our atmosphere to an
aerobic one, using mainly oxygen for its metabolic processes. (See references, at
end of article).
We have heard a lot of scientific speculation, as to how science may one day
“terraform”, that is, convert into a semblance of earth-like conditions, planets
like Mars and Venus, to make them fit for human life as we know it.
These postulated processes would include seeding their planetary atmospheres
with sprayed aerosols containing bacteria, algae, various chemicals, among other
substances, all intended to alter their chemistries so that earth conditions would
slowly but inexorably usurp the natural processes that pertained there for
millions of years.
What might happen to extant plant and animal life, if any, does not seem to
concern our scientists at all : Man is the important guy here, homo sapiens
sapiens, -- sapiens, from the Latin, meaning discernment, wisdom, (good)
judgement, as can be seen by their intentions towards other possible species.
You can see this good judgement in action today, as Capitalist countries like the
USA, UK and France, amongst others, living on the world's poor, go gung-ho with
all guns blazing, into poorer ones, wantonly killing women and children to get at
their natural resources, such as oil, just so their indebted economies and peoples
can live off the blood-profits.
Not many people even notice chemtrails : I recently asked a friend, an educated,
professional man, what he thought about the chemtrailing going on in our skies
this past decade and more. He came back with a question : What's that ? I said :
Those lines in the sky, that look like contrails – you know what contrails are ?
Yes. Well, these look like contrails, but they just keep on persisting, spreading
out, causing a general white-out ... you've never seen those, in the past, ten, oh,
twelve years or so, those things that have been hanging over all our heads like
some sword of doom ? No. Most folks do not even look up at the sky any more.
And there are all kinds of explanations about the why and how of chemtrailing,
and all governments are keeping quiet about them and discourage speculation.
WHAT IF SOMEONE WERE RE-TERRAFORMING OUR EARTH, RIGHT BEFORE

OUR EYES ?
Right above our heads, in plain sight, powders and aerosols descending from the
skies, changing our flora and our fauna by killing it off, perhaps making Earth a
planet fit for some other kind of life that requires aluminum to live on ?
Or perhaps even creating new kinds of plants, using our existing flora as a basis,
plants that will absorb aluminum and contain it for consumption by that new
species that intends to replace us ?
Even if world governments are keeping a silence of the dead around discussion
of chemtrailing and even actively denying that it even exists, that all who claim
to see it are psychotics under some sort of mass-hallucination (do photographs
lie ?), what would we notice, that might give the lie to governmental lying ?
Would, say, attempts be proceeding to develop aluminum-resistant plants,
perhaps even animals ? Yes, such developmental projects are being pushed at
high speed right now, (see the references at end of this article).
Are these developments to our benefit, or to those intending to replace us ?
Answer : As we and our present-day plants and animals will definitely be killed
off by the aluminum, we certainly are not the beneficiaries of this. Others are.
Only if our world governments, becoming daily more intolerant towards those
they are robbing of pension- and medical-benefits and even mere decent wages,
acting like we are just a nuisance to some agenda of their own, are under the
control of those aliens from Somewhere who are currently Alien-forming Earth,
do all these phenomena we are witnessing today make sense : We are being
replaced by something else, and our governments are under the control of those
who are doing this and are doing it for them, not for us.
Unfortunate, but true : if we are too dumb to notice what is happening right
above our heads, then we deserve to die. It is always survival of the fittest.
A few references :
The Origin of Oxygen in Earth's Atmosphere
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Terraforming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terraforming
Terraforming of Mars
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200 Million Tons of Aluminum Aerosol Chemtrail Poisoning All Life!
Scientific Proof!
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